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Electrostatic potential in manganite-based heterojunctions by electron
holography
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Electric potentials at the manganite-based heterojunctions, composed of La0.9Sr0.1MnO3 and
0.01 wt % Nb-doped SrTiO3 �p-n junction� and La0.7Ce0.3MnO3 and 0.5 wt % Nb-doped SrTiO3

�n-n junction�, have been studied by means of off-axis electron holography. The experimental
measurements demonstrate that evident electron diffusion from the n-type SrNbxTi1−xO3 to the
manganite films occurs in both p-n and n-n heterojunctions. The p-n heterojunction shows a
complex potential change across the interface due to the variation of dielectric constant and
electronic structure. In situ cooling experimental measurement on n-n junctions reveals an apparent
change of potential along with the ferromagnetic phase transition. © 2005 American Institute of
Physics. �DOI: 10.1063/1.2084344�
Understanding of the energy barrier and charge diffusion
in heterojunctions and the related semiconducting devices is
one of the crucial issues in both academic research and tech-
nological applications. Artificial devices composed of the
manganese oxides have been fabricated and analyzed follow-
ing the discovery of remarkable physical properties in this
strongly correlated system, such as the colossal magnetore-
sistance �CMR� and electronic phase separation.1,2 Much ex-
perimental evidence on the artificially designed structures
has verified new device concepts of the Schottky junction,3,4

the field-effect transistor5,6 and the p-n junction.7–10 Our re-
cent works suggest that the combination of the doped man-
ganese oxides with other perovskite semiconductors is an
effective way for fabricating junctions that show up notable
magnetically tunable properties.

Recently, the electron holography technique becomes a
powerful method for visualizing electromagnetic microfields
in a variety of devices and yields both the one-dimensional
and two-dimensional electric potential maps in typical
systems.11,12 In this letter two heterojunctions with different
carrier concentrations,13 composed of La0.9Sr0.1MnO3 and
0.01 wt % Nb-doped SrTiO3 �p-n junction� and
La0.7Ce0.3MnO3 and 0.5 wt % Nb-doped SrTiO3 �n-n junc-
tion�, have been investigated and analyzed in detail.

The p-n heterojunction was fabricated by growing a
p-type La0.9Sr0.1MnO3 �LSMO� film on n-type SrTiO3 doped
by 0.01 wt % Nb �SNTO1� using the laser molecular beam
epitaxy. Electron microscopy and off-axis electron hologra-
phy observations were carried out utilizing a Philips CM200/
FEG transmission electron microscope equipped with the
electrostatic biprism. Samples for cross-section TEM and
electron holography investigations were prepared using a
standard procedure consisting of gluing, cutting, mechanical
polishing, dimpling, and ion milling.

Figure 1�a� is a bright-field TEM image displaying the
cross-section morphology of the as-grown film with a uni-
form thickness of about 250 nm. The LSMO film shows a
columnar structure originated from the interface to the film
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surface. The insets show the corresponding selected area
electron diffraction pattern and high-resolution TEM image
illustrating epitaxial relationship between LSMO film and
the SNTO1 substrate. Systematical TEM investigations indi-
cate that, in general, the LSMO films grow coherently on the
substrate without notable mismatch dislocations; interfaces
are clean and sharp without reaction products between the
film and substrate.

Figure 1�b� shows a hologram taken at the interface re-
gion �indicated by arrows� under a positive biprism voltage
of 90 V. This hologram is taken slightly off the zone axis
direction for reducing dynamic effects. The interference

FIG. 1. �a� Bright-field TEM image showing morphology of the epitaxial
LSMO film on SNTO1 substrate; the inset shows an electron diffraction
pattern and the high-resolution TEM image from the interface area. �b�
Hologram taken at 300 K for the interface area. Interface is indicated by
arrows. �c� Reconstructed phase image from the hologram. Scanning is per-
formed along the rectangular area. �d� Phase profile showing the phase
change across the LSMO/SNTO1 p-n junction and inset is the phase profile

parallel to the interface showing the noise fluctuation.
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fringes with perfect visibility have an average space of
�0.16 nm, therefore, the spatial resolution in the recon-
structed holograms, about three times the fringe spacing, is
better than 0.5 nm.14 Figure 1�c� shows the typical area of
the reconstructed phase image from Fig. 1�b�, The averaged
line scan from 30 pixels parallel to the interface �the rectan-
gular area shown in Fig. 1�c�� gives a visible alternation
across the junction. Figure 1�d� illustrates the typical phase
modification normalized by the sample thickness. This aver-
aged line profile is qualitatively in agreement with the theo-
retical expectation for the p-n heterojunction as discussed in
the following context. The inset of Fig. 1�d� is the average
phase profile parallel to the interface, in which the noise
fluctuations are demonstrated with a magnitude of around
0.1 rad.

The phase changes on the junction are directly in con-
nection with the potential barrier and charge distribution.
Under experimental conditions with minimal dynamical dif-
fraction effects, the phase shift of the object wave is given by

� = CE�V0t + Vpn�t − 2t0�� , �1�

where CE is a constant �CE=7.295�10−3 rad/ �V nm� for
200 KeV electron�, t is the sample thickness, and t0 is the
thickness of dead layer on each sample surface, it is mainly
induced during the TEM sample preparation. The first term
in the above equation arises from the mean inner potential V0
of specimen.15 We measured V0 in La1−xSrxMnO3,
La1−xCexMnO3 and Sr�Nb�TiO3, and we gave the mean inner
potentials about 7.6±1.3 V for La1−xSrxMnO3 and
La1−xCexMnO3 films and about 7±0.9 V for the Sr�Nb�TiO3

substrate. In our following analyses, this difference is sys-
tematically subtracted. The second term in Eq. �1� is pro-
duced by the local electrostatic potential Vpn for the p-n
junction with which we are concerned chiefly in present
study and can be written as

�pn = CEVpn�t − 2t0� . �2�

For the present p-n �LSMO/SNTO1� heterojunction, the
sample thickness t in the examined area was calculated from
low loss electron energy-loss spectra using a method de-
scribed by Egerton in Ref. 16 and confirmed by convergent
beam electron diffraction. The measurements gave a value
for t�50 nm, and the experimental error is expected to be
less then 10%. The thickness of the dead layer �t0�, shown up
as amorphous layer, is found to be between 1 and 2 nm as
observed by high-resolution TEM. We therefore can directly
map the two-dimensional electrostatic potential for this p-n
junction as Vpn=�pn /50CE, which shows up a similar feature
with the reconstructed phase map as shown in Fig. 1�d�.

The heterojunction, in sharp contrast with the conven-
tional p-n junction, has complex charge distribution and dis-
continuous electric fields due to the difference of dielectric
constant between LSMO film and SNTO substrate. Figure
2�a� shows a line profile of the measured potential across the
junction with subtracting the inner potential difference be-
tween film and substrate. The potential curve can be well
interpreted by two potential functions written as

V1 =
qNA�x1 − x�2

x0 � x � x1, �3�

2�1
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V2 = VD −
qND�x − x2�2

2�2
x2 � x � x0, �4�

where q is the electric charge, NA is the acceptor impurity
concentration in p-type region �LSMO film�, ND is the doped
impurity concentration in n-type region �SNTO1 substrate�,
x1, and x2 is the width of the positive and negative space
charge, and �1 ,�2 are, respectively, the dielectric constants of
the substrate and film; x0 is the interface position. These
measurements give a clear potential of about 1.9 V at this
p-n junction. Moreover, the electric field at this junction can
be obtained from the derivative of the potential taken along
the normal direction to the interface of the V1 and V2. We can
obtain E1=qNA�x1−x� /�1 and E2=qND�x−x2� /�2. It is worth
noting that an evident discontinuity occurs at the interface
position ��2E2=�1E1� as schematically illustrated in Fig.
2�b�.

Actually, when the heterojunction consists of two differ-
ent semiconducting materials, due to the difference in the
dielectric constants, the band gaps, and the Fermi energy
levels, energy band in general is discontinuous at the
interface,17 and a peak and a vale appear in the conducting
energy band. Figure 2�c� illustrates schematically the energy
band structure of the LSMO/STNO1 p-n junction. The band
curves in the interface vicinity arise from the presence of
electron potential. The scales of the peak and the vale on the
conducting band depend mainly on interfacial charges on the
junction. Eventually, the charge distribution nearby the junc-
tion can be obtained via the Poisson equation based on the
potential of Fig. 2�b�; Figure 2�d� shows a simplified illus-
tration demonstrating the positive charges in Sr�Nb�TiO3 and
negative charges in the La�Sr�MnO3 film.

To get a thorough understanding of the properties of the
manganite-based heterojunction, an electron holography
study was also performed for a nominal n-n heterojunction
composed of an n-type La0.7Ce0.3MnO3 �LCMO� film on a
0.5 wt % Nb-doped SrTiO3 �SNTO2� substrate. The high-

FIG. 2. �a� Averaged line profile showing the potential change of LSMO/
SNTO1 p-n junction. �b� Electric field distribution across the junction. �c�
Schematic of energy barrier across the p-n heterojunctions, the discontinuity
of electronic bands is illustrated. The energy gap Eg2 is �3 eV for SNTO1
and the energy gap Eg1 is �1 eV for LSMO �see Ref. 6�. �d� Charge dis-
tribution across the junction.
resolution TEM image in Fig. 3�a� demonstrates the epitaxial
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growth of LCMO film and the perfect lattice coherence on
the LCMO/STON2 interface. Figure 3�b� is a reconstructed
phase image from an electron hologram taken under a posi-
tive biprism voltage of 90 V. A junction is visible in this
phase image which clearly exhibits a noticeable contrast re-
versal between the LCMO film and SNTO2 substrate. An
average line scan over 30 pixels �rectangular area in Fig.
3�b�� from the substrate to the film shows a remarkable po-
tential change across the junction �Fig. 3�c��. These data
were normalized by film thickness which is measured to be
�55 nm on average and assumed to be constant within a few
nanometers over the junction and with subtracting the inner
potential difference between film and substrate. According to
semiconducting theory, the depletion layer in an n-n junction
is formed on the side with a larger band gap due to electron
diffusion, i.e., the SNTO2 substrate in our case. In contrast,
the charge layer on the opposite side �LCMO� may have an
electron accumulation without charge depletion layer. Based
on the variation of the potential, we can directly obtain the
charge distribution across the junction as illustrated in Fig.
3�d�. These results fundamentally agree with the standard
model of heterojunction as illustrated in the inset of Fig.
3�d�, and prove unambiguously a diffusion of electron from
SNTO2 to LCMO.9

Another remarkable property observed in our experi-
ments is the influence of the ferromagnetic �FM� transition of
La0.7Ce0.3MnO3 on the behavior of n-n heterojunction. The
switch from the semiconducting to the metallic behavior, as
demonstrated in the resistance-temperature curve in Fig.
4�a�, occurs at the FM transition with critical temperature of
�300 K. In situ cooling electron holographic observations
were performed from room temperature down to 120 K. Fig-
ure 4�b�, from the same area of Fig. 3�c�, shows the averaged
potential distribution across the n-n heterojunction of
LCMO/SNTO2 at 120 K. It is remarkable, in comparison
with the data obtained at the room temperature, that the en-

FIG. 3. �a� High-resolution TEM image of LCMO film on SNTO2 substrate.
�b� Reconstructed phase image from the hologram. Scanning is performed
along the rectangular area. �c� Phase profile showing potential change across
the LCMO/SNTO2 n-n junction at 300 K. �d� Charge density at 300 K for
the interface of LCMO/SNTO2 n-n junction. The inset shows the schematic
space charge distribution of n-n junction structure.
ergy barrier becomes much higher and wider, i.e., the height
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rises from 1.57 V at 300 K to 3.1 V, and the width increases
from 4 to 9 nm.

Generally, the relevant critical voltage is in correlation
with a number of factors, but it is chiefly determined by the
junction width and electrostatic potential. Hence, we can
characterize the diffusion potential by the critical voltage
corresponding to the rapid current increase in the I-V curves.
Figure 4�c� shows the critical voltage as a function of tem-
perature, clearly demonstrating the enhancement of the dif-
fusion potential due to the FM transition. A visible kink ap-
pears in the critical voltage-temperature curve corresponding
to the FM transition of LCMO. A rough estimation indicates
the interfacial critical voltage is nearly doubled from
300 to 120 K; this change is qualitatively in agreement with
the measured junction potential from electron holographic
observations.

In summary, the experimental results demonstrate that
evident electron diffusion from the n-type SrTiO3 to the
manganite films occurs in both p-n and n-n junctions.
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